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Central control/management AFRISO Smart Home

■ Intuitive mobile app for AFRISOhome gateways
■ Location-independent status checks and 
operation of the building automation system

■ Operating systems: iOS and Android
■ Web App

User interface for mobile devices such as tablets or smartphones to control and visualise all AFRISO 
smart home building automation sensors and actuators. 
The AFRISOhome app allows for integration and interoperation of devices based on the wireless 
standards EnOcean®, Z-Wave, WLAN and Zigbee. This allows for almost limitless automation. Visit 
www.afrisohome.de for a detailed list of devices.

All wireless devices, sensors and actuators integrated into a smart home system can be easily divided 
into groups by means of AFRISOhome gateways. Actuators in rooms, buildings, etc. can be defi ned as 
groups.
The access rights for the various groups can be confi gured separately for mobile devices. 
After selection of a group, the display of the mobile device shows the various wireless products. The 
user is provided with a clear overview of the current situation of the smart home system. Logic states, 
temperature values, information on the air quality and buttons for the actuators are displayed, among 
other things.

AFRISOhome gateways with the AFRISOhome app provide for countless combination possibilities in 
wireless building automation. AFRISO offers reliable, safe and innovative devices with EnOcean® wire-
less modules. It is also possible to integrate other products of the EnOcean® Alliance into your building 
automation system. With currently more than 80 compatible devices, the AFRISOhome gateway HG 02 
provides great versatility. Along with the optional extension modules Z-Wave and Zigbee, the AFRISO 
smart home integrates more than 250 devices.

Description

Mobile app AFRISOhome

i
Test the demo app.

App structure
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The AFRISOhome app allows for integration and interoperation of devices based on the wireless 

Available as
Web App

Teaching in devices
Function 
groups

Function 
automation

Application




